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Fantastic beasts and where to find them | Warner Bros. Hollywood is nothing if you are not committed to ensuring a franchise of popular movies can live indefinitely. This is made all weirder to have Harry Potter remained inactive since 2011 of Deathly Hallows – Part 2 wrapped the series once and for all.
Of course we saw the witch world of J.K Rowling sputter back to life in 2016, first with Harry Potter and stage production Cursed Child in London, and soon with the first of what will be five separate Fantastic Beasts and Where to find Them film. The announcement came directly from Rowling in a global
fan event that promotes the first film, set to release on November 18. “Now I’ve done the plot correctly,” he promised, “so we’re pretty sure it will be five movies.” He later clarified on Twitter that five films are not a minimum number, rather it is the exact roadmap for Fantastic Beasts. It will also be the
screenwriter for the duration, and is reported by putting finishing touches on the screenplay for the second film of the series. The first question that emerges in the light of this news is: Do we really need five Fantastic Beasts movies? There is certainly a strong case for both sides. That said, it is difficult not
to have your initial reaction to be an audible moan. If this was an artistic decision designed around the feeling that there was a mountain of unused potential within HarryThat would be something. Hell, even the presence of a Fantastic Beast and Where To Find Their Trilogy seemed like an OK idea. But
five movies? This is a financial movement intent on bleeding the dry Potter-verse. It is worth clarifying that there are tons of history in Rowling's Harry Potter saga that we still have to scratch the surface. The years leading to Voldemort's rise and Harry's birth are practically begging to be filled. We also have
the stage with the legendary dark wizard, Grindelwald, who terrorized the world for the best part of the 1930s and 1940s. With Eddie Redmayne's stellar power as Newt Scamander driving the road, there is little doubt about the potential here. What we are doing in question is instead the pure breadth of a
pentalogy that works without the support of the original novel Harry Potter had. The Fantastic Beasts will be upstream without a paddle so to speak. More than that, you are trying to build a new chapter of the Potter-verse with nothing more than a fantasy textbook of page 40-some as a basis for history.
This leads us to the inevitable question of whether Fantastic Beasts is actually filling a question for the public, or simply lining the studio pockets. While the two are not necessarily mutually exclusive, there is something to say for Hollywood's propensity to continue stories that should be finished long ago
for the precise purpose ofmoney for a franchise at the expense of the general narrative. Fantastic beasts and where to find them | Warner Bros. The only thing we can get a fair share of hope is that J.K. The stripping will be heavily used from start to finish. As the only one who writes all five scriptures, it
will be the main architect of the world that she herself created in the first place. Harry Potter's original films featured a separate screenwriter that adapted the Rowling novel to the screen. This makes Fantastic Beasts the most involved I've ever been with one of Harry Potter's films (at least on paper). This
only is enough to at least hope for a solid opening chapter to the saga. In the end, we won't know much until the November 18th release. But even if it is an incredible film worthy of its beloved source material, the fact that we still have four more on the docket is an exhausting perspective. People
eventually get tired of the endless mega-franchise, and even with Star Wars planning a new movie every year for the rest of eternity, no one will be immune. The future of Harry Potter's saga will be interesting to keep an eye on the same. Fantastic beasts and where to find them is not short on creative
talent through the advice, and it is clear that J.K. Rowling is not finished telling the story of the wizard world. It's just a question when it hits the inevitable point of decreasing returns. When he does,by Harry Potter will be difficult to assess. Follow Nick on Twitter @NickNorthwest Discover Entertainment
Cheat Sheet on Facebook! Johnny Depp | John Phillips/Getty Images Johnny Depp has been named one of the most paid actors in the world over the last two years. How much is paid for some of his best films? That's what we know about how much Johnny Depp earned for the Fantastic Beasts. Johnny
Depp's first love is music. As a teenager, he sought refuge from problems at home, staying in his room and playing guitar. His parents divorced when he was 15, and at the age of 16 they retired from high school and joined a garage band called The Kids. He told People magazine that his early years were
a bit of a blur: “Puberty was very vague,” he said. “I literally stuck in a room and played guitar.” Apparently Depp and his bandmates had talent. They were good enough to open for Talking Heads and B-52s. Unfortunately, living the life of the garage band was not enough to pay the bills. Depp had no
choice but to live in a friend’ 67 Chevy Impala for a few months. He told people he tried to get the ends to meet by selling pens for a telemarketing studio. Depp debuted in the film A Nightmare on Elm Street in 1984. He played Glen Lantz's role. A year later, she starred in the movie Private Resort. Depp
moved on the small screen making appearances in TV shows such as Lady Blue and Slow Burn. His birth to famegained popularity after appearing in the successful TV series 21 Jump Street. He played the role of Tom Hanson from 1987 to 1990. After 21 Jump Street, Depp starred in films such as
Edward Scissorhands (1990), What’s Eating Gilbert Grape (1993), Alice in Wonderland (2010), and Pirates of the Caribbean franchise. Financial issues Despite fame and fortune, Depp hit a tough patch in his personal life. A 2018 Rolling Stone interview revealed that Depp was facing financial difficulties.
“It is estimated that Depp made $ 650 million on the films that reached 3.6 billion. Almost everything is gone. He is suing the management group, managed by his long-time manager, Joel Mandel, and his brother Robert for negligence, violation of trust and fraud,” reports Rolling Stone. The Mandels
denied any mistake. It was also later reported that Depp was spending $2 million a month to maintain his lifestyle, which included a huge $30,000 a month on wine. Depp was also facing a cause from his former bodyguards on unpaid wages and unsafe working conditions. Making things even more
complicated, the star crossed a disorderly divorce, resulting in that he has to pay a $7 million divorce for former wife Amber Heard. Johnny Depp’s earnings ‘Fantastic Beasts’ and the roles of growing movies Some of Depp’s best-selling films include Caribbean Pirates: Dead Man’s Chest, with a gross life
of over $423 million; Alice in Wonderland, with a gross lifemore than $334 million; and Charlie and the chocolate factory, with a gross life of over $206 million, according to the search for Box Office Mojo. Business Insider reports that the actor earned money up-front estimated to be close to $20 million for
Fantastic Beasts and Where to find Them. Read more: How much was Tom Hardy paid for Venom? Watch the Cheat sheet on Facebook! Facebook! is fantastic beasts on netflix. will fantastic beasts be on netflix
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